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Unofficial Wiki

Posted by funkytwig - 08 Apr 2011 10:06
_____________________________________

I took the plunge and set-up a wiki for us to share tips/tricks and help the documentation develop.. This
is probably temporary until EditShare manage to do something. Its open/anyone can join/change. I will
leave it this way unless it gets out of control and do some Wiki Gardening and see how it goes.

lightworks.wikidot.com/

Ben
============================================================================

New Unofficial Wiki

Posted by vdmoKstati - 14 Apr 2011 04:17
_____________________________________

Good on ya Ben,

Little mention..

Liteworks Unofficial Documentasion Wiki
should be spelled

Liteworks Unofficial Documentation Wiki
============================================================================

New Unofficial Wiki

Posted by daylife - 14 Apr 2011 09:46
_____________________________________

I think this is a very good idea, as is the hints and tips PDF. Centralising knowledge is always a good
thing. This wiki doesn't look very user friendly yet, maybe it needs some more customisation. Does
wikidot allow that?
============================================================================
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New Unofficial Wiki

Posted by jwrl - 14 Apr 2011 10:14
_____________________________________

vdmoKstati wrote:
Liteworks Unofficial Documentasion Wiki
should be spelled

Liteworks Unofficial Documentation Wiki...or even Lightworks Unofficial Documentation.
============================================================================

New Unofficial Wiki

Posted by funkytwig - 14 Apr 2011 10:34
_____________________________________

jwrl wrote:
vdmoKstati wrote:
Liteworks Unofficial Documentasion Wiki
should be spelled

Liteworks Unofficial Documentation Wiki...or even Lightworks Unofficial Documentation.

Feel free to correct it, anyone can change the wiki.
============================================================================

New Unofficial Wiki

Posted by shaunthesheep - 14 Apr 2011 12:23
_____________________________________

@funkytwig. Not used to wiki editing. How do we edit the title at the top to change &quot;Liteworks&quot;
to &quot;Lightworks&quot; and correct the spelling of &quot;documentation&quot;?

I have updated the .mts to .mp4 MediaCoder work flow description.
============================================================================
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New Unofficial Wiki

Posted by funkytwig - 15 Apr 2011 14:46
_____________________________________

I am afraid Wikis are not very user-friendly until you get the hang of the mark-up (which actually does not
take that long). When I get time I will look into setting up a GUI wiki but I don't want to spend too much
time on the tech. Hopefully when we get the thing going EditShare can step in and help. If not I will
eventually set something else up (this is a free wiki, I dont want to put money into something that
EditShare are best placed to coordinate).
============================================================================

New Unofficial Wiki

Posted by funkytwig - 15 Apr 2011 16:31
_____________________________________

Lightworks Wiki has new theme and shiny front page - lightworks.wikidot.com/start.
============================================================================

Re: New Unofficial Wiki

Posted by shaunthesheep - 19 Apr 2011 17:17
_____________________________________

Thanks to funkytwig for the the smart new look and time he has put into this wiki.
============================================================================

Re: New Unofficial Wiki

Posted by lghtwrks - 22 Apr 2011 22:18
_____________________________________

...not sure, but if you like, you can &quot;hard&quot;-link tutorial-videos from
lightworks.mtv-web.ufg.ac.at (lang. DE / &quot;austrian&quot; ,-)) [the videos should be
self-explanatory]

+ www.dma.ufg.ac.at/app/link/Allgemein%3AModule/module/23828

(the video-backup is on a tape storage system too; they should be available 24/7 with &quot;no&quot;
downtime...)

greets
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S.

ps. comments on wrong workflows are always welcome...

pps. still not sure eg. > if shortcut &quot;6&quot; (avid prefs) for preview is also meant for &quot;preview
trim&quot;... (didnt get it to work; find it)

>> ppps. i had to redefine shortcuts with the _same keys_ which already have been defined to get them
working (old silicon graphics ps/2 keyboard (alias wavefront composer 4.0 ,-) who know who cares) ,)
============================================================================

Re: New Unofficial Wiki

Posted by funkytwig - 27 May 2011 10:19
_____________________________________

Good to see people adding stuff to the wiki. Recently I have been using Google Sites and was thinking it
may be an idea to move wiki to it. It is a lot more WISYWIG. Recently I have started moving a site from
wikidot to Google Sites. icontactvideo.wikidot.com/start -> sites.google.com/site/icontactvideo/. Did
not take that long, cut and paste a lot quicker than wiki markup. Not sure how well it would work for a
Wiki with lots of editors.

Your thoughts?
Ben
============================================================================

Re: New Unofficial Wiki

Posted by lghtwrks - 27 May 2011 11:12
_____________________________________

hm, I'm not a fan of &quot;google&quot;-everything. all they want is &quot;your data&quot; to make
money somehow ,-)

i heard of youtube/google frontpage few days ago -> you have to login to see some videos on youtube
and when you use google-search afterwards they &quot;warm welcome&quot; you with your personal
cookie and tee ,) (...to track you across domains and services etc.)
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greets
s.
============================================================================

Re: New Unofficial Wiki
Posted by drkuli - 27 May 2011 11:36

_____________________________________

Well, everything is falling down, we call it gravitation...

EDIT

I've no time and skills to edit wiki, but AVCHD Workflow contains improper link to my preset for
Mediacoder. In fact, the link points to my XMedia Recode preset (which is absent in this transcoder's
section) and should point here .
============================================================================

Re: New Unofficial Wiki

Posted by shaunthesheep - 31 May 2011 09:04
_____________________________________

I have corrected the link to drkuli's preset in the wiki AVCHD workflow.
============================================================================

Re: New Unofficial Wiki
Posted by drkuli - 31 May 2011 09:29

_____________________________________

Thank you very much!
============================================================================
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